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MRU launches
two new programs
University offering two new degrees
that are unique to Western Canada:
Bachelor of Child Studies and
Bachelor of Health and
Physical Education
Kaity Brown
News Editor
Despite the challenges of the
2013 budget cuts, MRU has
launched two new Bachelor
Programs: Bachelor of Child
Studies and a Bachelor of Health
and Physical Education.
The announcement to faculty
and students at MRU was made
on Feb. 12 at the Recreation
Concourse with MLA Jason
Luan and MRU’s Vice-President
Academic Kathryn Shailer.
“I want to commend you for
developing these programs and
I learned that you did this without asking the government for
new money,” said Luan. “I must
say that as MLA and as your fan,
I am going to sell that story to my
colleagues and say that Mount
Royal University made a great
example of how to manage their
budget. So thank you for that.”
The funding for the new
programs is coming from reallocation of internal resources
— seven existing programs will
become part of these two bachelors.
The Bachelor of Child Studies
is the first of its kind in Western
Canada and will offer two majors: Child and Youth Care
Counsellor and Early Learning
and Child Care.

The Bachelor of Health and
Physical Education is distinct
from other programs of its kind
in that it offers four concentrated majors: Athletic Therapy,
Ecotour ism and Outdoor
Leadership, Physical Literacy
and Sport and Recreation
Management.
Now students will be able to
continue the diplomas and applied degrees that they started,
as opposed to transferring to another university to complete their
studies.
“I’m pleased to see Mount
Royal University planning for the
future by expanding the options
for students throughout Campus
Alberta with the addition of
these two degree programs.
Expanding choices and options
gives youth the ability to achieve
the level of education they want
and learn the skills that will
help them succeed in a growing
and prosperous Alberta,” said
Premier Alison Redford in a press
release.
The Alberta Ministr y of
Innovation and Advanced
Education approved the programs and both will begin admittance immediately in Sept. 2014.

“I’m pleased to see Mount Royal University
planning for the future by expanding the options
for students throughout Campus Alberta with
the addition of these two degree programs,”
said Premier Alison Redford.
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[Left to Right] MLA Jason Luan, Zoe Kirk (5) and Chad
London celebrate as Zoe showcases her drawing of what it
means to be healthy in honour of the new programs.
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[Left to Right] Your SAMRU Executives are Seija Roggeveen for VP Student External Affairs, Tristan Smyth for VP Student Academic Affairs, SAMRU President Erik Queenan and
Zoe Slusar for VP Student University Affairs.

Your 2014–2015
SAMRU Executives
The results are in: check out the line-up of
SAMRU Executives!
Kaity Brown
News Editor
After a full-throttle campaign for
all of the candidates, finally the
results were tallied and revealed
on March 5 at the Hub.
Your SAMRU Executives are
SAMRU President Erik Queenan,
Seija Roggeveen for VP Student
External Affairs, Tristan Smyth
for VP Student Academic Affairs
and Zoe Slusar for VP Student
University Affairs.
All of the candidates campaigned hard and the numbers
show. This year’s voter turn out
percentage was 23 per cent, as
opposed to last year when it was
15 per cent — and last year was
said to be an impressive tally. The
verdict was 2,503 voters.
For the position of President,
Rhett McLeod gained 728,
Norman Potter had 516 votes,
Harbaksh Singh Sekhon 231 had
votes and the winner was Erik
Queenan with over 900 votes.
For VP of Student University
Affairs, Zoe Slusar won the race
with 891 votes. Charlene Green
had 780 and Mitchell Parent had
616 votes.
For VP Student External
Affairs, Seija Roggeveen came
on top with 963 votes. Jesse
Beaudin had 657 votes and Will
Conner 591 votes.
For VP Student Academic
Affairs the only person running
was former VP Student Academic
Affairs Tristan Smyth and in a
yes or no tally Smyth gained
1,924 votes for yes and 238 votes
for no.

Erik Queenan

Seija Roggeveen

President

VP Student
External Affairs

“Thank you, thank you, thank
you so much! I knew that
Mount Royal had amazing students but the amount of support that I have gotten from so
many people… I think I talked
to like 15,000 students. And
so many people have been so
supportive of me.”

“I am so happy. I would
like to say thank you to
students for all their votes
and t heir conf idence
in me, and I am really
proud that they came out
and voted.”

Zoe Slusar

Tristan Smyth

VP Student
University Affairs

VP Student
Academic Affairs

“I want (students) to know
how grateful I am for their
support, and how much I
value them for coming out
and voting, and I am going to
strive and make them proud
and take the role to a new level that connects with them in
a very empowering way.”

“Things are settling in…
another year. It is exciting. I
would like to say thank you.
I think that being re-elected
for the same position really
validates the work that I
have been doing and I am
very happy to be doing
that work.”
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Candidates’ debate attempts to motivate apathetic students
The 2014 Candidates’ Debate in Wyckham House on Feb. 26 showcased the line-up of
candidates for President, VP Student External Affairs and VP Student University Affairs.

Kaity Brown
News Editor

Photos by Hannah Cawsey

Jesse Beaudin

briefs
Current VP Student External Affairs, Missy Chareka, questions candidates.

Rhett McLeod

Mardi

Gras parade float poked
fun at Toronto Mayor
Rob Ford in New Orleans
featuring mock headlines
“Mayor Ford: ‘So I smoked
a little crack’ and ‘I was
in a drunken stupor’”
at the annual Krewe
d’Etat parade themed
“DUI: D’Etat Under the
Influence”.

Ukraine

Erik Queenan

declared on Friday that
it has been invaded
by Russia — two main
airports were seized
in the southern region
of Crimea. Russian
Parliament has given
Vladimir Putin permission
to use military force
inside Ukraine.

Harbaksh Sekhon
Seija Roggeveen

Norman Potter

Tristan Smyth

Prison:

Paul Joseph Vukmanich,
the man who stabbed
and killed Edmonton
Police dog Quanto, has
been sentenced to 26
months in prison. Judge
Larry Anderson said he
didn’t just attack a dog,
“It’s an attack on your
society and it’s an attack
on what’s meaningful in
society.”

announces the call for nominations for the position of
Will Conner

L to R: Mitchell Parent, Charlene Green, Zoe Slusar

The elections for 2014-2015
SAMRU Executives featured a
strong candidates’ debate in
Wyckham House on Feb. 26.
Three out of the four categories
for positions were being debated — the position of VP Student
Academic Affairs only had former position-holder Tristan
Smyth running.
The candidates for President

are Rhett McLeod, Norman
Potter, Erik Queenan and
Harbaksh Singh Sekhon. For VP
Student External Affairs Jesse
Beaudin, Will Conner and Seija
Roggeveen ran. Charlene Green,
Mitchell Parent and Zoe Slusar
ran for the position of VP Student
University Affairs.
Students asked hard-ball questions such as whether the candi-

dates for Presidents have had a
criminal record check, why some
candidates didn’t wear pink on
the anti-bullying online campaign known as Pink Shirt Day
and challenged candidates on
their platforms and promises.
In turn, candidates challenged
the participants to encourage
student voting by constantly
reminding their fellow peers.

Publishing Editor
People who wish to be nominated for the position should come
by The Reflector office in room Z002, in the basement of Wyckham House, to pick up a nomination form to be completed and
submitted to the Reflector Election Chief Returning Officer. For
more information, please call 403-440-6268.
The nomination period begins on Mar. 6, 2014, and ends at
4 p.m. on Mar. 13, 2014. Campaigning will run March 20-26,
2014, and the election will be held on March 27, 2014.
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Your Students' Association

Round
Dance

students’ association
of mount royal university

Native Student Centre
15th Anniversary

Honouring
Women

Saturday March 8 5:00 pm

Wyckham House Student Centre
4825 Mount Royal Gate SW
Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

Contact: Cory Cardinal, Native Student Centre Coordinator
Direct: (403) 440-7795, Fax: (403) 440-8909, nsc@samru.ca

EVERYONE WELCOME

samruBuzz

YOU’RE
INVITED TO THE

STUDENTS’
COUNCIL
PUBLIC SESSIONS
Come see YOUR student representatives in action at one of the upcoming public sessions.
Located on the 2nd floor of Wyckham House in Council Chambers.

NEXT PUBLIC SESSION DATE:

MARCH 10TH, 2014

FROM 4:00PM - 7:30PM

SEE YOU THERE!

ELDER/SPEAKER SERIES
featuring Taiaiake Alfred
Taiaiake Alfred will speak on the topic
Indigenous Resurgence: Confronting
Colonialism in Canada
Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

Thursday, March 13, 2014
EC 1040

in the Roderick Mah Centre for Continuous Learning

7:00 - 8:30pm
Everyone welcome
samruBuzz
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#MRU TWITTERSPHERE

”

@KyleMacQuarrie: Nothing

quite like making out with
your study partner during a
homework break at school.
#notme #MRU

@parab: “It’s a short walk from
bullying to genocide” -Barbara Coloroso. She is at
#whosfrankyyc bishop Carroll
for #mru campaign.

@ConnorMAlston: There’s
a fox running around #mru
hugging people. And guess
what it’s saying... Nothing
@Trymysoysauce:

Man...the @TimHortons at
#MRU closes at 6 o’clock
on the dot and firm....
The Reflector, with an on- and
off-campus circulation of 8,000,
is the independent voice of
the students of Mount Royal
University. It is published
fortnightly during the academic
year (Sept. to April).
The Reflector is editorially
autonomous and financially
independent for all other
governing bodies at Mount Royal
University.

@ChristieHull: You know your
prof’s expectations are a little
out of hand when you have
sent 12 emails back and forth
over the past 48 hours
#mru #mruprobs

The Reflector welcomes
newsworthy submissions from
all students and community
members. While the right of
editorial comment is reserved for
editors of The Reflector, opinion
pieces may be submitted as
letters to the editor, and may be
published on the editorial page as
such. The Reflector reserves the
right not to publish submissions
deemed by the Publishing Editor
to be offensive.
Complaints arising from the
content of the paper should be
directed to the Ombudsboard.
This board has been established
as a mediator between the
Reflector Publications Society
staff and its readership.
All decisions of the Ombudsboard
are final and binding on
both parties. Letters to the
Ombudsboard must be sent in
confidence, care of the Reflector
Publications Society, to the
Reflector Publications Society
office.
Submissions and letters to the
editor should be a maximum of
500 words, typed, double-spaced,
and contain the writer’s name
and phone number. No unsigned
letters will be published. Only
in exceptional cases, at the
discretion of the Publishing
Editor, will writers’ names be
withheld. The Reflector reserves
the right to edit submissions for
brevity.
Contents are copyright © 2014.
No material may be reproduced
without express written consent.
All opinions contained within
this paper are those of the
individual authors, and not
necessarily those of the Reflector
Publications Society. For more
information, contact The
Reflector office at:

the reflector
Wyckham House
Mount Royal University
4825 Mount Royal Gate SW
Calgary, AB T3E 6K6
All depts.: 403.440.6268
Fax: 403.440.6762
TheReflector@TheReflector.ca

@dbuniv: Not sure
what’s worse: that I have a
midterm on a saturday, or that I
have to go outside to get there.
#mru #calgary #waytoocold

Visit us online
at TheReflector.ca,
on Facebook or on
Twitter @ReflectThis

What are your favourite and
least favourite fashion trends?
“My least favourite is
snapbacks and my
favourite is casual.”
Nathan Foy
Eco Tourism and
Outdoor Leadership

“My favourite is ski
bum trend and my least
favourite is grubs.”
Kaelyn Follett
Business

“My least favourite is the
grunge trend and my
favourite is preppy.”
Hillary Dommasch
Business

“I don’t get UGGS, but my
favourite trend would be
slicked back hair.”
Michael Broadfoot
Aboriginal Education
Program

“My favorite is those acid
washed jeans from the
80s and my least favorite
is fedoras, not the 1920
fedoras but when guys
wear them now.”
Brian Lozinski
Business

“My favourite trend is
beenies and my least
favourite are UGGS.”
Sheila Cubid
General Science

Our vote
matters
So the Oscars are over and the
Wolf of Wall Street did not win
Best Picture, regardless of the
ongoing dreaminess of Leonardo
DiCaprio.
Despite not winning the
academies finest honour, the
shameless self promotion spirit
of Jordan Belfort, DiCaprio’s
character in the film, was
alive and well at Mount Royal
University last week, as Students’
Association elections were
underway.
Yes, you may have been
wondering why perfect strangers
were stopping you in the hall and
preaching to you the wonders
of student bureaucracy and
how only they can lead you to
the promised land of practice
legislation.
What this all amounted to was
the commodification of student
issues that allows —admittedly
worthy candidates — to join the
cult of bureaucracy and enter
into the world that thrives on
that same self promotion, greed
and an ongoing obsession with
staying within party lines.
What this system does is
effectively isolate the ambitious
of Mount Royal from those with
actual student issues. This is not
a symptom of SAMRU, but rather
one of democratic systems in
general.
The bureaucratic systems of
government essentially separates
empathy into commodities of
speaking points that prop up a
system of greed and ambition
that turns good people into
merely good politicians.
Legislative systems want us to
believe that government is too
complicated of an entity for the
plebian and therefore can only
be manipulated by those willing
to completely devote and sell
their selves to it.
Luckily for us, it doesn’t have
to be this way. For those lucky
determined folk who are elected
into the elitist world of an elected
official at SAMRU, you have
the opportunity to not fall into
bureaucracy and selfishness.
Not only do you need to
remember the boastful claims
you made during your election
period, you also need to
remember that you are a servant
of the students of this school and
they deserve your empathy.
In essence, The Reflector is
asking you to feel rather than
delegate; have compassion
rather than craft legislation;
and always remember your role
of protecting the students of
this school. Cut the greed and
self-promotion and accept the
challenge of being a champion
for your electorate.
We at the ‘flec will, as always,
be along for the ride.
Congratulations to the new
SAMRU executive council.
- The Reflector Staff
Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.
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“Leaving Hate Behind”
Nate Phelps shares his story of what it was like growing up
in the Westboro Baptist Church and why he had to
leave everything behind
Kaity Brown

Professor prized
with prestigious
writing award
Communications professor Richard
Erlendson won ‘The Word Award’
from The Word Guild

News Editor

Dayla Brown
After years of physical, psychological and emotional abuse as
well as constantly witnessing
hatred towards others, Nate
Phelps decided he had to leave
everything behind.
Being the sixth of 13 children,
Phelps escaped the Westboro
Baptist Church at the age of 18,
a church notorious for its profane insults and hateful actions
towards the LGTBQ community. Phelps’ father, Pastor Fred
Phelps, founded and still leads
the church.
The Secular Humanists Club
of the Students’ Association of
Mount Royal University are hosting Nate Phelps who will be coming to Mount Royal University on
March 20.
Phelps, now an Atheist and an
advocate for the LGTBQ community, has been fighting fire
with fire against his family at
Westboro by creating signs that
say “No God, No Problems” in
retaliation to Westboro’s signs
reading “God Hates Fags”.
Jason Droboth, President of
the Secular Humanists club at
SAMRU, says that Phelps story is
powerful and creates necessary
discussion around issues of faith
and sexual orientation.
“I think that freedom of speech
is extremely important and that
includes hearing all sides including hearing the Westboro
Baptist Church side because it’s
an important side to hear,” says
Droboth.
“It creates good discussion and
I think having [Nate Phelps] here
just gets people thinking more

about the Westboro Baptist
Church and why people don’t
like them and why people don’t
like what they stand for.”
“It’s important to understand
why people hold these views in
order to figure out where we can
find a middle ground between
religious freedom and equality
as well.”
Throughout Westboro’s crusade against the LGTBQ community, Droboth says that their
actions have actually inadvertently created the most help and

awareness to the community.
“While I think that [Westboro]
is obviously different that other
denominations, it also calls in
to question people’s beliefs and
why they are willing to just accept certain things.”
The event will be happening on March 20 at 7 p.m. at
the Leacock Theatre. Tickets
are $5 and can be purchased
at eventbrite.ca or by emailing
The Secular Humanists Club at
shmru.club@gmail.com.

Photo courtesy: Jason Droboth

Nate Phelps, LGTBQ advocate and atheist, is the sixth child
out of 13 children of Pastor Fred Phelps, founder and leader
of the Westboro Baptist Church.

Students to pay it forward
Bursary launched to promote philanthropic institution
Dayla Brown
Contributor
Since student fees have increased, paying tuition has
become no easy feat. To help
students meet financial needs,
a new bursary was launched
in January. The bursary allows
the graduating class of 2014 to
donate money toward first year
students’ tuition.
“The bursary is all about [student] participation. We want
to motivate students towards
helping others,” says Whitney
Struthers, coordinator of annual
giving.
According to Struthers, Mount
Royal University is aiming towards becoming more of a philanthropic intuition with students
and staff.
“Students leaving get an opportunity to make a mark on
campus.”

Making a small donation can
change a first-year student’s life,
says Struthers.
“Donating to the bursary
would give other students the
ability to have the same opportunity to attend school that you
had.”
Students graduating this winter can donate by going to the
link mtroyal.ca/class2014gift.
Struthers says that any donation over twenty dollars is tax
deductible with 100 per cent of
each donation going directly to
first year students of this upcoming fall.
The donation website claims,
“If every graduating student
were to donate just $20.14,
you would raise over $30,000
and give 30 first year students
$1,000 to help with the cost of:
textbooks, rent, tuition and even
an occasional boost of caffeine.”
There will be an information

session on March 26 at The
Grad Send-Off. It will be held
on Mainstreet near the library at
9:30 a.m. The event is put on by
Alumni Relations, which is a part
of University Advancement on
campus. The session will inform
grads about the benefits and services they will receive and will be
able to take advantage of as MRU
Alumni.
The event will take place
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and
they will be asking students to
bring their ID so they know who
stopped by. This session will only
occur once a year. First year students who are interested in the
bursary can apply online.
“Students get to give others
the opportunity to go to school.
They get to pay it forward,” says
Struthers.

Contributor
Richard Erlendson, professor in
communication studies at Mount
Royal University, received a national 2012 Word Award last
year. He spoke Thursday last
week at the Mediation Centre.
“I’m really glad Diversity and
Human Rights decided to host
the event,” says Erlendson.
The annual Word Awards are
selected by editors and publishers representing The Word Guild
— which supports authors who
write from a Christian perspective and publish work in a variety
of genres.
“It was totally unexpected,”
says Erlendson. “I didn’t expect
to win the award. Winning a national award doesn’t happen too
often.”
The article featured the life
of Peter Penner, who witnessed
first hand Stalin’s Russia and was
in Hitler’s youth camps before
being reunited with his family,
minus his father, who had been
murdered by the Soviet Secret
Police (known as the Black
Raven).
Penner eventually moved to
Southern Alberta and became
a Mennonite pastor. Erlendson,
being neighbors with Penner, understood the potential of a story.
Erlendson went through
lengthy interviews over the
course of several weeks in order
to tell his story.
“I had multi-hour interviews
with several people. His children
gave rich and honest accounts of
his life,” says Erlendson. “They
gave amazing interviews, they
were very fruitful.”
Erlendson submitted the article in the Profile/Human Interest
category of Faith Today, a national magazine affiliated with
Christianity Today. He says he
chose the publication because
the article was, “a story of faith.
How [Penner] went through
crises and God would appear in
grace.”

Photo courtesy: Paul Coates

Richard Erlendson won a
national award for his piece
on Peter Penner.
Soon after submitting the
story, Erlendson received a
phone call from the senior editor at Faith Today. According to
the press release, the contest received almost 300 entries from
writers across Canada. From
that, three contestants were
chosen and presented awards at
a black-tie gala event in Toronto
each June.
Erlendson said the most difficult part of writing the article
was relaying the story in its full
capacity.
“His story is remarkable. I
wanted to tell his story well,”
says Erlendson, “I wanted to
capture all the hard parts and
his ability to recognize God’s intervention.”
Erlendson conducted several
weeks of interviews and research.
“I knew this was going to be
a national story. His life was remarkable, I knew the window
was closing.”
Erlendson says that receiving
the award has been a humbling
experience. He plans on continuing to be an independent freelance journalist and photojournalist as well as being a professor
at the university.
To read Erlendson’s story, go
here:http://www.christianity.
ca/page.aspx?pid=14585

Photo: Dayla Brown

Whitney Struthers, coordinator of annual giving,
encourages grads to help out future first year students
by paying it forward with only $20.14.

features

Features Editor
Albina Khouzina
featureseditor@thereflector.ca

The un-spring break
Say no to all-inclusive resorts and
explore Mexico on a dime
Kyla Bodley
Staff Writer
When one thinks of spring break,
their immediate thoughts turn
to warm weather, white sandy
beaches and being served a
sumptuous slushy drink with an
umbrella.
Cancun, Mexico is one such
place that is notorious for the
young to descend and indulge in
the all-inclusive party by night,
beach hangover by day lifestyle.
The Quintana Roo State and
Yucatan Peninsula’s white sandy beaches are now dotted with
resorts geared towards the allinclusive spring break crowd.
Places like Isla Mujeras, once a
beach town devoid of big resorts,
now finds itself a part of that
very culture.
However, one can plan a trip to
Mexico and still lap up the beach
life while managing to avoid the
spring break party crowd.
And this can be done all on a
dime. Well, maybe more like a
dollar.
If you are looking for the road
less traveled, Isla Holbox is one
such place that manages to maintain its hippie, laid back beach
vibe.

From Cancun, you take a
three-hour bus ride to the mainland of Chiquila where you catch
a ferry to Holbox. Several ferry
companies compete for your pesos but word to the wise — the
red ferry always gets there first.
The island is walkable so you
won’t find any cars — the main
mode of transport is by foot or
golf cart. The locals love their
golf carts.
What sets Holbox apart is the
sense of community you feel immediately upon exciting the ferry. The island is a fishing village
that has seemingly managed to
blend tourism while keeping true
to its laid back roots.
Walk the streets still paved
with sand, take note of the lifelike art graffitied on walls and
children playing stickball in the
street. Relish in the fact that although the party of Cancun lives
a mere three hours away, it still
has not managed to penetrate
the lagoon that separates Holbox
from the mainland.
Edgar Orozco, who was born
and raised in Mexico City but
has lived on the island for three
months, does not think Holbox
will ever change.
“People have tried to make it
like Cancun — big hotels, res-

taurants etc. — but there is a
lot of people defending the way
it is right now. The people from
there don’t allow it. Even sports
like kite surfing are being controlled on the island, because
they don’t want to change the
nature of the way things are.”
Fancier hotels line the beach
but for a budget-conscious traveller, Hostel Tribu cannot be
missed with its theme nights
and community atmosphere.
Dorm rooms go for approximately $13 (CAD) a night.
If you are a taco aficionado,
one can pick up local fare for
around 30 pesos ($2.50 CAD).
If that still breaks the bank, grab
a rod and fish off the dock. Most
hostels on the island come with
a communal kitchen for you to
prepare your meals.
Holbox translates to “black
hole” in Yucatec Maya. After one
night on the island you can see
why — it would be easy to never
want to leave this little gem for
the hustle and bustle of real life.
Spring break has come and
gone, but for next year consider
dusting off your pack and hitting the road less traveled.
But be warned: spring breakers need not apply.

Photo: Kyla Bodley

A local fisherman finishes up for the day as he walks
through the island of Holbox.

Photo: Kyla Bodley

Golf carts are one of the only modes of transportation
on Isla Holbox.

Photo: Kyla Bodley

Fishermen come in at the end of the day as the sun begins to set behind them.

Holbox is part of a
protected area called
Yumbalam Reserve that
extends over 154,000
hectors. A bird watchers
paradise, Holbox is home
to Pelicans, Flamingos and
other birdlife. Whale shark
watching is quite popular
from June to September.

Photo: Kyla Bodley

Emir (nicknamed Ñaña), a
local resident of Holbox,
sits back to take in the late
afternoon sun and enjoy
some conversation.

Photo courtesy: Dina Giannunzio
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A little tongue-in-cheek
Rimming: the art of licking the ‘back door’

Cameron Perrier
Sex Columnist
Canadians wait eagerly for the
end of February every year to
get their hands on a cup of Tim
Hortons’ coffee for the infamous
Roll Up the Rim (myself included). It’s a treasured time in
Canadians.
So I figure this is the perfect
time to talk about a treasured sex
topic of my own: rimming!
What is rimming you ask? Well
essentially, it’s the action (it can
turn into an art sometimes, let
me tell you!) of licking another
person’s anus. Another way to
think about it’s a blowjob for the
booty. There are a bunch of nerve
endings down there, just like the
head of a penis or in the clitoris,
so stimulating it orally can be ridiculously pleasurable.
You might be thinking that putting your mouth down there is
more gross than pleasurable (and
kinky!). The biggest worries with
rimming, like anything that deals
with the back door, … little surprises. Like anal, the best thing to
do is make sure the area is clean

and fresh.
The easiest way to make sure
you’re good is to take a seat on
the porcelain throne, then take a
nice hot shower and clean up with
some soap. For good measure
use a baby wipe for the finishing
touch.
It’s also important to do a little
touch up with the razor before
getting started. I mean c’mon,
your partner is going to rim you,
not to floss. A clear play space also
makes it easier to clean (which
comes next).
Protection is always available!
For rimming, use a dental dam,
which is a small square of latex
,or non-latex, you place in front
of your partner’s anus before going at it.
Now when you actually get
down — there are a few ways
you can give a good rim job. Flick
your tongue, do the alphabet,
even tongue your name into your
partner’s hole. Grab your partner’s hips, hike that ass close and
feast away. Spank them a little,
if you ask of course — consent is
sexy and squeeze those cheeks.
As a receiver, you can do more
than just starfish while your partner eats away. Grind into their
face, moan (if you aren’t already),
even get up and sit on the giver’s
face. Grind those hips! What’s
really hot is to reach around and
grab your partner’s head to push
them in harder. Show em’ you
want it. If you’re adept enough,
I’m going to assume you are even

tightening and loosening your
anal muscles can add some interesting sensations to the act.
Now some of you might be
thinking, “If I rim someone, does
it mean I’m gay?” or “ewww, rimming is just for gay guys!” Yes, I
will admit, rimming has been
made out as something that only
gay men do, but really anyone,
guys and girls alike can partake
in it and find it pleasurable.
My rule for any sexual act is it’s
only gay if you’re doing it with
someone of the same sex. So
boys, if your girlfriend licks your
ass, or you take an adventure to
your lady’s back door, just focus
on the sensation, not the pre-conceived cultural notions surrounding it. You might be surprised and
actually like it!
But all in all, the foray into rimming isn’t for everyone. Anyone
can find it pleasurable and conversely anyone is not able to get
past the idea of having a tongue
down there.
What is most important is that
you talk to your partner about
it beforehand, take the steps to
prepare and relax. Speaking from
personal experience, it’s the best
kind of foreplay.
Just take a page from my book:
I’m a try-sexual: I’ll try anything
once.

Photo: Cameron Perrier

Become an anilingus expert with a few tips. Any questions you may have had will disappear.

RED WORDS
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March 14 is Pi day. Even if you don’t like math, we bet
you like pie.

Infinite
‘pie-ssobilities’
Throw a pie for kids
Albina Khouzina
Features Editor
Math.
The word is usually accompanied with horrible visuals of
division and finding the value of
X. But math has a meaning — a
tasty one at that.
Pi day, March 14, is an annual
celebration for the mathematical constant, 3.14 and spelled
backwards looks like the word
pie. The day has been celebrated on that day since 1988, when
Larry Shaw first decided to
host Pi day at the San Francisco
Exploratorium. It has been a celebration ever since.
The day is always commemorated with different pie events.
Different flavours, many with
the pi symbol and pie throwing
is always a very popular thing to
do as well.
The Chemical and Biological
Students’ Society (CBSS) is having a pie-throwing event to commemorate the this year’s Pi Day.
The CBSS has this event every
year to get money for the club,
but this year is a bit different, as
all the proceeds will be going to
the Alberta Children’s Hospital.
The society also collaborated
with the Geology club this year
for the pie throwing.
The society talked about how
Pi day at MRU is a great way
to have a bit of fun and get out
some frustration by throwing a
pie at a professors face.
The professors for this year

are still undetermined but are
always good sports about pie in
their face.
It will be running from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on Main Street and it
only costs $3 to throw the pie or
$5 to get up close and smack it in
the profs face.
Get all your friends together
and have a chance to smack a pie
in a teacher’s face! Guaranteed
fun time and the proceeds go to
a great cause.
You may not like math too
much but everyone likes pie! So
come out on Pi day, throw a pie
and show some support.
Hopefully the teachers won’t
gain too much weight from eating too much pi that day.

Photo courtesy: flickr / Catherine Cronin

Proceeds from the
Chemical and Biological
Students’ Society’s Pi day
celebration go to the
Alberta Children’s Hospital.

Up to $400 CASH Daily

Call for submissions

Landscaping
PropertyStarsJobs.com

Have something to say?
Red Words 5th Edition is looking for submissions

Picture this…on the road @ MRU

Artistic photography,short stories,
art work, poems, essays (500 words max).

The award-winning annual Picture this...film festival is coming to
Mount Royal University as Picture this…on the road @ MRU. Entry
to the two-hour event is free of charge and will be held in EA1031 on
Wednesday, March 26, 2014 at 1:15pm. This event welcomes all
students, faculty, and community members.

Submission requirements :

s !BORIGINAL CONTENT!BORIGINAL EXPERIENCES  AND UP
s !RTWORK
s 0HOTOGRAPHY
s %DITED MSWORD DOCUMENTS

send to nsc@samru.ca

students’ association
of mount royal university

Films screened are created by people with disabilities (on any subject) and/or are about disability. The festival is an initiative of the Calgary SCOPE Society, a registered non-profit society which has been
dedicated to improving the lives of persons with disabilities in Calgary
and area for 30 years.
Hope to see you there!
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Main Street style
Students show off a variety
of fashion trends
Zana El-Youssef
Contributor
What is fashion? There is no
specific answer for that. Today
it seems that anything and everything is in style and Calgary
has become increasingly fashion
forward. University students in
specific have adhered to street
style and casual everyday wear.

Mount Royal University students are a great example of
representing this fashion frenzy.
It’s quite interesting to see that
although many students dress in
street wear attire, students have
adopted differing ways to represent their individuality.

Students at MRU have such a
diverse sense of style. Walking
through campus it is inevitable
to run into distinctive kinds of
people wearing different kinds
of outfits. What makes fashion
so revitalizing in this day and
age is that it really encourages

individuals to dress in a manner
that presents who they are.
Every student has their own
style and looking around you
can see almost trend. Fashion is
a personal choice, one you really
can’t go wrong in. Main Street is
like MRU’s own runway, with

majority of students walking
through it at one point or another.
We picked four people from
around the school to show off
their effortless style. A little
glimpse of MRU’s fashion sense.

“Casual style and
not a very ‘fashion
person.’ I just like to
buy what I see.”
Colby Clifford
Criminal Justice

“I have a very
European sense of
style, not something
I consciously think
about though.”
Shane Garbutt
Business

Photo: Albina Khouzina

Photo: Albina Khouzina

“Mostly really
comfortable,
cardigans are a must.
Big baggy t-shirts
are a big thing too.”
Ali Hardstuff
Journalism

“I try to merge
hipster and preppy
in my style. I like to
dress nicely and add
something different
into the look.”
Stephen Yuzyk
Anthropology
Photo: Albina Khouzina

Photo: Albina Khouzina
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Truth and love
Finding the balance between the two
Jacqueline Eaton
Faith Columnist

MONDAY

INDY WEDNESDAYS

SHOWCASE SUNDAYS

Drum & DJ
Gucchi
DJ SPARX
Featuring:
LUSH DANCERS
99¢ Draught
$4.00 HiBalls

$4.75

$4.50 Bottled Beer
HiBalls
Mar.2 Drum & DJ SAX
Mar.9 FTS
MOLOTOV SMILE

BTL Canadian
BTL Coors Light
Jagermeister
Tequila

Feb.26 HACHIMAN
RETLAW
Mar.5 ARBACHEIN
KINGDOM OF FEW
OUTLETS

TUESDAY

THURSDAY - SATURDAY

BROKEN TOYZ
80’s Metal at it’s BEST

Feb.27 - Mar.1
WASTED NATION
Mar.6 - Mar.8
SONIC ADDICTION

LIVE 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
1324 - 17 AVE SW.
Follow us on facebook @ Morgan’s Pub - MorgansPubCalgary.com

I like to drink. Not excessively
of course (the Bible seems pretty
clear on it’s instruction not to get
drunk). However, my comfort
with alcohol and ease in settings
where it is served has caused
some large rifts in my relationships. I have some close friends
who argue that Christians should
have nothing to do with anything
of the sort. Their firm beliefs are
that alcohol is dangerous, stupid,
risky and brings out the worst in
people.
I’m not going to lie, I know
there are times when all of those
things can be quite true. I’ve had
friends wake up in alleyways with
no clue how they got there. My
best friend has an alcoholic father that has wrecked her family.
Just last week, my roommate and
I had to call 911 because we found
a man bleeding from his head and
stumbling into the middle of 7
Seventh Ave. downtown because
he was so drunk. Alcohol has
quite the sordid history (insert
history of temperance movement
here).
Even with all this evidence to
alcohol’s moral degradation, I
will still go out at night on occasion. I do this for a few reasons,.
Primarily, I am a loud person. I
speak loudly, I laugh loudly and
I am full of energy when it comes
to telling stories. In day-to-day
living, that much energy can be
overwhelming. In a nightlife
setting, I fit right in (whether
I’m drinking or not). One of the
other main reasons I did go out
at night in my freshmen year (besides cheap ribs) was so that my
non-Christian friends didn’t think
I was judgmental.
A good friend of mine from
high school is gay. He didn’t come
out until a few years after high
school and the backlash from his
very religious family was overwhelming. He was completely
ostracized and ended up getting
kicked out of his house. I am of
the firm belief that the message
and joy of Jesus is love and I can’t
understand how ostracizing
someone could be an act of love.
So regardless of my views about

what may be right or wrong (be
it drunkenness, homosexuality,
or sex outside of marriage) I try
and make people feel loved and
accepted. Who am I to judge anyway?
This is where things get sticky
between me and other Christians
I know. The bible calls us to speak
the truth in love, but I have found
that people in general tend towards one side or the other: truth
or love.
Most people are either a “truth”
person or a “love” person, like
me. Most characteristics, it falls
on a gradient, but often people
will tend to be on one side. Love
people will accept anybody. They
will take people’s flaws and say
they are a product of his or her
past and it isn’t their fault. Love
people don’t judge. While this
seems to be a reasonable way to
live, often this type of person will
forego morality to accept others.
Love people won’t tell you when
you are wrong because they don’t
want to offend. Heck, as a love
person, I’ve even compromised
my own morals to make others
feel like they fit in, which is ill advised by anyone’s standards.
The other side is a truth person. They will always tell you
when you are doing something
you shouldn’t be. They will remind you that you are your own
person. Your past does not define
you, and you are responsible for
the choices you make. They help
you grow and make you a better person. Unfortunately, these
people often give such rebukes
in a harsh and unloving manner.
They can lack compassion in the
truth that they speak.
I dated a guy while I was in
Bible college who was a truth person to his very core. He was consistently frustrated by my lack of
strict moral principles. He would
try to remind me of the standards
I had committed to live by and I
would try to remind him that it
wasn’t his place to judge others.
Neither of us listened well to the
other. Instead of helping each
other grow, we lived in a place
of disrespect. Instead of enhancing each other’s strengths, we
bred impatience and frustration.
Who knows what we could have
accomplished if we had learned
from each other instead.
Speaking truth in love is such
a noble goal. How great would
it be if we could all be a part of
challenging others to a higher
standard while simultaneously
meeting their needs for love and
compassion?

Photo courtesy: flickr/Neal Patel

Can you drink and still be a good and moral person?

arts

Arts Editor
Becca Paterson
artseditor@thereflector.ca

Bookworm rule-breakers
MRU hosts event that challenges
literary censorship
Kyle Pura
Contributor
Freedom to Read week, an annual event, ran this year from Feb.
24 to March 1. The event is intended to unite writers, readers
and librarians to raise awareness
about censorship of literature in
Canada.
Overall, over 50 events took
place in libraries, schools and
public spaces across the country.
The events ranged from contests,
to panels focused on discussing
the issue, to ideas like banned
book demonstrations.
The Mount Royal University’s
library held their own banned
book demonstration, which was
called the Banned Book Reader
Series. The event took place from
Feb. 24 - 28. It involved students,
faculty and staff volunteers reading passages from banned and
challenged books aloud in front
of the library on Main Street to
demonstrate their belief in intellectual freedom.
Literary censorship is not un-

heard of in Canada. This is mostly due to government officials,
customs agents at the border, or
religious groups who decide that
aspects of certain literature is too
controversial to allow Canadians
to read them, so the books get
challenged as a result.
An example of this from
Canada’s history was when
Margaret Laurence published
her book, The Diviners, in 1974.
The book found itself banned
by a number of schools because
of the direct influence of parents and Christian groups that
accused the book of being “obscene”, “blasphemous” and “pornographic” in nature.
Even now, literary works are
still being challenged or banned
completely in Canada. Whether it
be hyper-violent/gory books like
American Psycho, popular books
with subject matter deemed controversial like the Harry Potter
series, or even children’s books
like And Tango Makes Three — a
book about two male penguins
that raise a baby chick together
— can be challenged and ulti-

mately censored as a result. In a
country that promotes freedom,
can clearly be seen as an issue.
There is no clear solution
to the issue of banning books.
On the one hand, if freedom of
speech in Canada is truly going
to be achieved, then the challenging/banning of books needs
to stop. Everyone is going to have
their own different, personal
opinions about certain books
because of their subject matter,
but does that mean that silencing these literary works is the
solution?
While some believe that creative freedom should be embraced, rather than being shut
down, not everyone shares that
point of view.
However, until writers can
have the right to publish their
works without having them being challenged in any way, events
like Freedom to Read is important to keeping the conversation
moving forward, so that hopefully someday we can reach a
solution.

1984
George Orwell

Gone with the Wind
Margaret Mitchell

Banned for: “Procommunism”

Banned for: “Use of the
N-word”

The Lord of the Rings
trilogy
J. R. R. Tolkien

One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest
Ken Kesey

Banned for: “Satanic”

Banned for:
“Pornographic”

Rabbit, Run
John Updike

The Colour Purple
Alice Walker

Banned for: “Explicit sex
acts”

Banned for: “Profanity
and explicitness”

The main stage in Wyckham House hosted Juno nominated,
blues-jazz vocalist Shakura S’Aida — along with her mother
Gloria Schmed-Scott — Feb. 12 for a presentation as a
part of SAMRU’s celebration of Black History Month —
an important topic for Schmed.

Photo: Becca Paterson

Schmed, a vocal civil rights activist, shared stories that took MRU students through
her life during the Civil Rights movement. Her stories, including times when she was
arrested for standing up for her beliefs, were told alongside S’Aida’s vocal performances
of prominent music of the time.
For S’Aida, Black History is a topic that she hopes will become common in schools, and
no longer require special presentations or events to be heard.
“In order for kids to take ownership in this country, they have to know all of the history,” said S’Aida. “We can’t keep sweeping things under the rug. We can’t keep reading about things on the internet and not seeing it in our schoolbooks because it’s not
‘legitimate.’”
Their performance brought a very personal element to the civil rights conversation,
which made for an emotional and educational presentation.

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar
Eric Carle
Banned for: “Promoting
Childhood Obesity”

Women in Love
D. H. Lawrence
Banned for: “Obscene”
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Personal Credits Notice

If you received a Common Experience Payment, you could get
$3,000 in Personal Credits for educational programs and services.
The Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement.
The healing continues.
Since 2007, almost 80,000 former students have received
a Common Experience Payment (“CEP”) as part of the
Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement. CEP
recipients are now eligible to receive non-cash Personal
Credits of up to $3,000, for either themselves or certain
family members, for educational programs and services.
What are Personal Credits? Personal Credits may be
used for a wide range of educational programs and services,
including those provided by universities, colleges, trade or
training schools, Indigenous Institutions of Higher Learning,
or which relate to literacy or trades, as well as programs and
services related to Aboriginal identities, histories, cultures
or languages.

the terms and conditions. Personal Credits of multiple
CEP recipients can be combined to support a group
learning activity.
How can I get Personal Credits? Each CEP recipient
will be mailed an Acknowledgement Form. If you do
not receive an Acknowledgement Form by the end of
January 2014, please call 1-866-343-1858. Completed
Acknowledgement Forms should be returned as soon
as possible and must be postmarked no later than
October 31, 2014.

How do I redeem my Personal Credits? Once approved,
you will be sent a personalized Redemption Form for
each individual using Personal Credits at each educational
How much are Personal Credits?
entity or group. Once the Form is
Adequate funds are available for each
CEP recipients have the option of
received, provide it to the educational
CEP recipient to receive up to $3,000
sharing their Personal Credits with
entity or group listed. The educational
in Personal Credits, depending on
certain family members, such as:
entity or group must then complete
your approved educational expenses.
• Children
• Spouses
and mail back the Redemption
•
Grandchildren
•
Siblings
Which educational entities and
Form postmarked no later than
groups are included? A list of
December 1, 2014.
approved educational entities and groups has been jointly
developed by Canada, the Assembly of First Nations What happens to unused Personal Credits? The value of
and Inuit representatives. If an educational entity or unused Personal Credits will be transferred to the National
group is not on the list, please consult the website for Indian Brotherhood Trust Fund and Inuvialuit Education
Foundation for educational programs.
more information.
Will I receive a cheque? No. Cheques will be issued For more information, including how Personal Credits can
directly to the educational entity or group providing be redeemed by certain family members of CEP recipients
that are deceased, visit www.residentialschoolsettlement.ca
the service.
or call 1-866-343-1858.
Who can use Personal Credits? CEP recipients can
use the full amount themselves or give part or all of The IRS Crisis Line (1-866-925-4419) provides immediate
their Personal Credits to certain family members such and culturally appropriate counselling support to former
as a spouse, child, grandchild or sibling, as defined in students who are experiencing distress.

1-866-343-1858 • www.residentialschoolsettlement.ca
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D is for
disappointment
The Distillery’s entertainment
license suspended, causing
headache for local musicians
Hannah Cawsey
Photo Editor
As a local music fan, I was
shocked to hear about The
Distillery — also known as The
D — having to cancel and turn
away bands because the City of
Calgary took away their rights to
entertain.
Kaity Bevan, who spoke on
behalf of The D, was equally as
shocked when she heard the
news.
“The actual suspension was a
huge surprise to us,” Bevan said.
“With the license review hearing
last week it became obvious the
city had been building a case
against us for the last year.”
Considering The D re-opened
their doors in a new location over
a year ago, and put in effort to
make sure the building wouldn’t
be an issue to the residence
nearby, the suspension is a slap
in the face.
“When we moved into the
space they (the city) had put
expectations on our license,
stating we couldn’t participate
in pub crawls, have outside
line ups, remove the outdoor

speaker system and apply sound
dampening measures in the
room — which all had been
fulfilled,” Bevan added.
According to Bevan, during
the hearing for their license, the
venue was informed there was
no infractions found but what
mattered was that there was a
complaint made.
On top of no evidence of a
violation, The D has been dealing
with noise complaints that
have nothing to do with their
establishment.
“Late at night (the Peace
Bridge) attracts lots of people
walking home after a night of
drinking in other downtown
bars. They are loud, they are
drunk, and they make noise,”
Bevan said. “The community
then calls in noise complaints
then they get directed to us,
and it’s then our fault. It’s very
frustrating, I’d say the majority of
our complaints come from this.”
“We have had noise complaints
even when we were closed due
to the floods in June 2013. When
we brought this to the attention
of the Business license Inspector,

he basically said our claim was
crap,” Bevan added.
On top of all the noise drama,
local musicians are hurting from
the venue being closed. Guitarist
of Calgary’s metal band Burning
Effigy, Brent Matusik, is more
than upset with the sudden
licence suspension.
“(I’m) frustrated because we
were scheduled for a gig three
days after the official notification
of their troubles were released,”
Matusik said.
“It will affect me quite
negatively, as The Distillery has
always been a gig mecca for the
Calgary music scene and it’s
always unfortunate to watch key
music venues shut down, such as
the New Black Centre having to
close its doors,” Matusik added.
Matusik isn’t t he only
musician angry with the news,
Deluge’s David Drebit also had
a show cancelled because of the
suspension.
“Those guys (at The D) work

really hard for music in Calgary,
it just seems unfair that they
keep putting in all of this work
just to have things not go their
way,” Drebit said.
“As a musician, it has already
affected me and my band. We
were supposed to play there
March 6 with our friend’s band
from Kelowna,” Drebit added.
“It makes it hard to have the
flexibility to book shows in a city
with fewer venues to host live
music. We really count on being
able to help our friends that tour
through Calgary when we can,
so to have more bands trying to
book fewer venues, it just slows
us down culturally.”
The D posted on t heir
Facebook page on Feb. 25 to
explain the situation and stating
that their doors are still open,
just don’t expect live music.
Bevan added to the Facebook
post stating “we are currently
going through the steps of a
License Review Hearing, the next

one is an appeal, which we will
obviously be doing. As of now
all of our energy will be directed
towards that.”
Even after all the initial
heartache of getting their license
suspended, the city suggested
that The D is a venue Calgary
needs, just not the one Calgary
deserves right now.
“The city has told us they
do think our establishment
is unique and is a place that
Calgary needs, they just rather
we do it elsewhere,” Bevan said,
adding that she isn’t worried this
suspension will burn any bridges
with local bands.
“We have a great relationships
with all the bands, we support
each other. The community in
Calgary is amazing and as much
as it hurt us to cancel upcoming
events, they understand,” Bevan
said.
“The outpour of support goes
to show just that.”

Photo courtesy: Facebook

Brent Matusik, right, is disappointed about the Distillery’s entertainment license being
suspended. Matsuik’s band, Burning Effigy, is one of many bands in Calgary facing cancelled
shows related to the suspension.

samru.ca

samru.ca

WHAT THE
FIRST WORLD WAR
TAUGHT US

GWYNNE DYER
GWYNNE DYER was originally trained as a historian and has
worked as a freelance journalist, columnist, broadcaster and
lecturer on international affairs for more than 20 years.

NOON
TUESDAY MARCH 18
WYCKHAM HOUSE
MAIN STAGE

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience
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St. Vincent
St. Vincent

Republic Records
Score: A+

St. Vincent, the stage name
which musician Annie Clark
goes by, continues to put out
albums with force with the release of St. Vincent, her fourth,
self-titled album.
Though described as baroque
pop, nothing about this album
will strike you as anything borrowed from times before. St.
Vincent’s beautiful voice soars
above tracks packed with electronic beats and lines that demand to be heard over and over
again. “Digital Witness,” one
of the singles from the album,
stands out as a highlight. With

Clark’s voice guiding through
the pronounced, staccato verses
beneath before coming together
for a balanced, melodic chorus
— very unique to St. Vincent.
Calling “Digital Witness” a highlight, though, is a disservice
to other tracks, such as “Birth
in Reverse” and “Now Now,”
which are the must-hears upon
the first few plays of this album.
St. Vincent shows off Clark’s
musical chops and displays why
she was just announced as a
headliner for Sled Island.
- Nathan Ross

Photo: Carter Cook

Students performed a variety of poetry, spoken word and raps for Afroloud, the event hosted by the Black Student Association and Poet Prospects to cap off Black History Month.

It’s getting Afroloud in here
The Hub hosted a celebration of black culture
Carter Cook
Contributor
Marking the end of Black History Month, The Hub played
host to two Mount Royal clubs’
celebration of culture and art on
Feb, 28.
The event, Afroloud, was a
celebration of black culture.
It was put on by the Black Student Association (BSA), with
performers that came not only
from the BSA, but also from
Poet Prospects (Mount Royal’s
recently founded poetry club).
The purpose of Afroloud was for
people to get together and celebrate black history, culture and
everything in between.
Nathan Mukele, second-year
Open Studies student and
founder and president of the
BSA, created the club because
he believed that the black community and the Mount Royal
community were not well integrated. His hope was to create
a club that would work towards
strengthening the relationship

between the two communities.
As a new club on campus, the
BSA hoped to bring awareness to
their club’s name — and the Afroloud event did just that. With
two hours of student performers
on stage, the event succeeded
in bringing people together. But
not only did this event prove to
integrate and celebrate black
culture, it also gave students the
opportunity to have their voice
heard through spoken word and
poetry — allowing anyone who
had poetry, spoken word and or
raps to take the stage.
Afroloud was explained by
Mukele as a chance for people
to be informed and enlightened
on the positive aspects of black
culture, which was evident right
from the very beginning of the
event. The founder of Poet Prospects, Ab Kirby, shared with the
crowd some of his poetry, but
the audience also heard from
many poets and rappers of all
sorts of ethnicities and cultures.
Afroloud concluded with
“Louis Czar Banks” — also

known as Louis Czar (vicepresident of the BSA) — and
Nate Carter (Mukele) showing
off some of their hip-hop style.
They played a set of three songs
and concluded with some freestyling.
Shortly after the event then
officially ended, Czar with
the help of a few others, commandeered the speakers. Playing music and dancing, Czar
kept the celebration going long
enough for others to join in until
it became a full blown dance off.
The power behind this event
was not only the utter talent
that the performers brought to
the table, but also the sense of
community that was shown all
night to every culture, ethnicity
and background. Afroloud was
not only a very successful celebration of black culture, it was
also a celebration of the spoken
arts and of people in general. If
an event like this is put on again
in the future, it is definitely
something you will not want to
miss.

Photo: Carter Cook

The Afroloud event succeeded in bringing communities together — the aim of the event
according to BSA founder Nathan Mukele.

The Nautical
Miles
Ode to Joy
Self-released
Score: A
Alt-roots band from Vancouver,
The Nautical Miles, just
returned with their third fulllength studio album: Ode to Joy.
Overall, the album has a
troubador-esque feel to it,
which may be attributed to lead
singer Corbin Murdoch writing
the tracks during a six-month
excursion through Colombia
and West Africa in 2012. Even
still, Ode to Joy demonstrates
the depth of the group’s talent,
with each track unique from the
next.
“Shadowside,” a darker and
more alternative track on the

album, is almost a coming-ofage tale told through a dark,
rhythmic song. The next track,
“Love’s Little Sister,” switches
gears entirely to a beat-driven,
high energy track. The last
track, “The Lost Generation,”
is a very folky track that ends
the album with a strong, calm
feeling.
The Nautical Miles is an
incredibly talented group,
with plenty of diversity in their
music. Ode to Joy demonstrates
that perfectly.
—Becca Paterson

Lowell
I Killed Sara V. EP
Arts & Crafts
Productions
Score: A

Debuting her first EP, Calgaryborn Lowell has just released
I Killed Sara V., a poignantly
rebellious “pop” EP, much more
than you’d expect of the genre.
Lowell proves her range and
versatility in the five tracks on
the EP. “Cloud 69” is a punchy
track that is just as aggressive
as it is soft around the edges.
“The Bells” features sweeping
vocals overtop of chirping bells,
and the final track, “I Killed
Sara V.” is a much slower, soft,
piano track that really shows off

Lowell’s voice.
With Lowell’s politically
charged lyrics — such as
the title track’s, “Everybody
knows that we can’t go down
from here. And the kids in the
wilderness never been stopped
by the cops for the color of their
skin”— I Killed Sara V. is much
more than a typical pop album.
All in all, I Killed Sara V.
definitely deserves a place in
your playlist.
—Becca Paterson
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Literary powerhouse
Author extraordinaire Neil Gaiman
gives reading in Calgary
Becca Paterson
Arts Editor
With free tickets “selling out”
in under sixty seconds, fans
packed into MacEwan Hall for
the chance to sit in the presence
of literary legend Neil Gaiman.
Gaiman was in town to give a
reading as a part of the Calgary
Distinguished Writers Program
(CDWP).
The CDWP is a program that
was established by the University
of Calgary’s Faculty of Arts in
1993 that celebrates and encourages the local writing and reading communities. The program
offers a 10-month residency for
an emerging author — this year
it is Sara Tilley, author of Skin
Room and Pochinko Clown — as
well as hosting a free reading by
an internationally distinguished
author.
Joining previous distinguished
authors, such as Art Spiegelman
and Margaret Atwood, this year
the stage was populated by
Gaiman. This was only his third
appearance in Calgary — the
previous two, he noted, were

both in December and just as
cold. The event was so popular that in addition to the 1,100
ticket-holders in attendance, the
event was streamed live via the
CDWP’s page on the University
of Calgary website and available
to those unlucky enough to not
have tickets.
After an introduction by
Mount Royal instructor Richard
Harrison — who was also the

“Stories are important
enough that you’d
risk a bullet to the
head,” said Gaiman
during his reading.
CDWP writer-in-residence for
the 1995-1996 year — Gaiman
told stories, as well as read from
his poetry works. He began with
“Click-Clack the Rattlebag,” the
spooky story about what hides
in the shadows, and from that
moment he had captivated the
audience. He told the story of
a human-statue-turned-stalker,
and how he found old poetry

from when he was 16 that was
“was gloriously terrible” because
he “meant every word of it.”
It was no surprise that
Gaiman’s appearance garnered
such a successful turnout. His
work, which has an enormous
scope, reaches a huge audience.
Gaiman, it seems, has been involved in just about everything
— from comics to novels, short
stories to children’s books, and
even a few episodes of Doctor
Who — including the wellknown episode that saw the
Doctor’s TARDIS take human
form.
“I never want to live in a
box and be that successful
that I have to do the same
thing again and again,” said
Gaiman during his reading.
Following the reading, Gaiman
was handed a stack of cards with
questions on them, the first of
which asked how he kept his hair
looking so good — to which he
responded, “there is nothing that
can be done about it.”
With answers to inspire
both readers and writers alike,
Gaiman gave advice on just
about every aspect of writing —

Photo courtesy: Facebook

Known for his novels and short stories, as well as involvement with a myriad of projects including Marvel comics and
Doctor Who, Neil Gaiman gave a reading to a full house.
from the beginning stages to the
end — such as the writing process, dealing with rejection, and
what happens after something
gets published. He also spoke of
the importance of poetry.
“Sometimes you only need
one person to read it, and you’ve
changed the world,” he respond-

ed to a question asking why write
poetry at all. “It’s still read. It still
matters.”
Unquestionably a successful
evening, Gaiman exited the stage
to a standing ovation, once again
proving that stories do matter.

And the Oscar goes to...
A recap of Hollywood’s most golden night
Becca Paterson
Arts Editor

Best Actor in a Supporting
Role
Jared Leto
Dallas Buyer’s Club
Best Costume Design
Catherine Martin
The Great Gatsby
Best Makeup and Hairstyling
Aruitha Lee and Robin
Mathews
Dallas Buyer’s Club
Best Animated Short Film
Mr. Hublot,
Laurent Witz, Alexandre
Espigares
Best Animated Feature Film
Frozen
Chris Buck, Jennifer Lee,
Peter Del Vecho

We get it — watching the Academy Awards takes serious commitment. It means three hours of sitting around watching Hollywood’s
finest sitting around watching the few award winners say their
Thank-yous. Besides, the best of Ellen Degeneres’ jokes will be immediately made into gifsets on Tumblr or uploaded to YouTube anyway.
Achievement in Visual
Effects
Gravity
Tim Webber, Chris Lawrence,
David Shirk, Neil Corbould
Best Live-Action Short Film
Helium
Anders Walter, Kim
Magnusson
Best Documentary Short
Subject
The Lady in Number 6: Music
Saved My Life
Malcolm Clarke, Nicholas Reed
Best Documentary Feature
20 Feet from Stardom
Morgan Neville, Gil Friesen,
Caitrin Rogers
Honorary Oscars
Steve Martin, Angela
Lansbury, Piero Tosi

Stories:

OUT’N
ABOUT

Stories from Under the
Bed
March 6, 7 p.m. — The Rose
& Crown
Just come out and share
your (mostly) true story.
Celebrate storytelling
“because, really, we’re all
storytellers.”

Jean Hersholt Humanitarian
Award
Angelina Jolie
Best Foreign Language Film
The Great Beauty
Italy
Achievement in Sound
Mixing
Gravity
Skip Lievsay, Niv Adiri,
Christopher Benstead, Chris
Munro
Achievement in Sound
Editing
Gravity
Glenn Freemantle
Best Actress in a
Supporting Role
Lupita Nyong’o
12 Years a Slave

Stories:

ProArts@Noon presents
World Storytelling Day
March 19, 12 p.m. —
Cathedral Church of the
Redeemer
Celebrate storytelling at
this reading, traditionally
held on the spring
equinox around the world.

Regardless, for the next couple of days, the Academy Awards will
be a hot topic of conversation. For that reason, The Reflector watched
the Oscars so you didn’t have to, and created this handy cheat sheet
of winners to get you through all the small talk (spoiler alert: Leo
still doesn’t have his Oscar).
Achievement in
Cinematography
Gravity
Emmanuel Lubezki
Achievement in Film Editing
Gravity
Alfonso Cuarón, Mark Sanger
Achievement in Production
Design
The Great Gastby
Catherine Martin (Production
Design), Beverly Dunn (Set
Decoration)
Best Original Score
Stephen Price
Gravity
Best Original Song
“Let it Go” Music: Robert
Lopez, Lyrics: Kristen
Anderson Lopez
Frozen

Drums:

Beat the Winter Blues
March 7, 7 p.m. —
Inglewood Community Hall
This drum circle is a
unique way to spend a
Friday night to rejuvenate
for the upcoming spring,
so “leave your boots and
worries at the door.”

Best Adapted Screenplay
John Ridley
12 Years a Slave
Best Original Screenplay
Spike Jonze
Her
Best Directing
Alfonso Cuarón
Gravity
Best Actress in a
Leading Role
Cate Blanchett
Blue Jasmine
Best Actor in a
Leading Role
Matthew McConaughey
Dallas Buyer’s Club
Best Picture
12 Years a Slave

Theatre:

Enbridge playRites Festival
Runs March 5 to Apr. 6,
all day — Martha Cohen
Theatre
For the very last time,
the festival will celebrate
“absolutely top-notch
theatrical creation from
across the land.”
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Mental Distractions
Crossword

Sudoku
Puzzle 1 (Easy, difficulty rating 0.39)

Across
1 WWII battle site
5 Untruths, tells falsehoods
9 ___ Mahal
12 In ___ of
13 Gillette razors
15 Singer McEntire
16 Med school subj.
17 Expanse of sand
18 The gamut
19 Partner
21 A collective farm
23 Lubricates
24 Actress Charlotte
25 Apportions
28 Wall support
33 Caterpillar competitor
34 Alleviate
35 Split
36 Descartes’s conclusion
37 Compare
38 Alphabet trio
39 Humorist Bombeck
41 Till stack
42 Duplicity
44 Undisputed
46 One with a life list, binoculars,
and a field guide
47 A Kennedy
48 Skater Lipinski
49 Taro
53 Ailment
57 Son of Isaac
58 Chairs
60 Monogram ltr.
61 Close
62 I cannot ___ lie
63 Part of A.D.
64 Paving material
65 Consider
66 Granny
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20 Evening, informally
22 Back muscle, briefly
25 Old French expression meaning
“goodbye”
26 Get to know
27 Helping theorem
28 Cooked in oven
29 Manipulates
30 Spanish hero
31 Move sideways
32 Guide
34 ___ kleine Nachtmusik
37 Noisiest
40 Legendary king of Britain
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APRIL
BASEBALL
BEACH
BEEHIVE
BLOOM
BREEZE
BUNNY
BUTTERFLY
CAMPING
CATERPILLAR
CHICK
CLOUDS
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Puzzle 1 (Medium,
difficulty rating 0.46)
Generated
by http://www.opensky.ca/~jdhildeb/software/sudokugen/
on Tue Mar 4 23:05:00 2014 GMT. Enjoy!

Medium

4

42 Female child
43 Of the seventh planet
45 “Fancy that!”
46 Aromatic ointment
48 Championship
49 Car scar
50 On the briny
51 German river
52 Exigency
54 Sicilian resort
55 ___ Fein
56 Greek portico
59 Beer;
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Puzzle 1 (Hard, difficulty rating 0.63)
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Hard

…Out Like a Lamb
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Down
1 Hit with an open hand
2 Ike’s ex
3 Goneril’s father
4 Alfresco
5 Tabs
6 Anatomical passages
7 Period
8 Large bag
9 9th letter of the Hebrew alphabet
10 Peek follower
11 New Orleans music
14 Abbreviate
15 Gardeners, at times

Easy
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BREAK
SUNSHINE
TADPOLE
THUNDERSTORM
TRAVEL
TULIP
UMBRELLA
WARM
WEATHER
WINDY
WORMS
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Puzzle 1 (Very
hard, difficulty rating 0.91)
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sports

Sports Editor
Bobby Jones
sportseditor@thereflector.ca

What the XXII Winter Olympic
Games meant to Canada
Gold heroics, booze at 5 a.m.
and a great showing for
Canadian athletes
Photo courtesy: Wikimedia Commons

Bobby Danger Jones
Sports Editor
No country has ever placed better in the winter Olympics following a games hosted at home.
Following that trend, Canada finished third overall in the medal
standings with 10 gold, 10 silver
and five bronze medals in the
XXII Winter Olympic Games. The
Russian hosts steamed back and
won the games in the last few
days. However, I am sure there
are many Canadians who would
say, Canada won where it mattered.
There are too many amazing accomplishments to focus
on, but let’s talk about some
of the highlights. The women
(as usual) cleaned up in Sochi.

Among many, Canada racked up
a “double-double” gold in men’s
and women’s curling, and in ice
hockey as our dominance was
reaffirmed.
Canada did however come up
just short of Vancouver’s medal
count. Canada’s conversion rate
in Sochi was 54 percent compared to 59 percent in Vancouver
while the U.S. dropped 15 percent to 69 percent, while Russia
jumped from 54 percent to 71
percent.

Closing ceremonies

A giant, tearful bear extinguished the flame in a massive
cauldron Feb. 23, signifying
the end of the end of the XXII
Olympic Winter Games. Thomas
Bach, the current president of
the International Olympic committee (IOC) and former Gold
medal Fencer, spoke at the closing ceremonies.
“What took decades in other
parts of the world was achieved
here in just seven years,” he said.
“I would like to thank the

President of t he Russian
Federation, Mr. Vladimir Putin,
for his personal commitment
to the extraordinary success of
these Olympic Winter Games.”
Everybody with an open mind
could see the face of a new
Russia -- efficient and friendly,
patriotic and open to the world,”
he said.
Bach closed the games in
the traditional manner of looking ahead to the next Games in
South Korea in 2018.
“I declare the 22nd Olympic
Winter Games closed. In accordance with tradition, I call
upon the youth of the world to
assemble four years from now in
PyeongChang to celebrate with
us the 23rd Olympic Winter
Games.”
With Korea less than four years
away, you better believe that
Canada is preparing to continue
winning trend and supporting
our athletes.

Six doping cases

Austrian cross-country skier

Photo courtesy: Wikimedia Commons

The closing ceremonies in Sochi were one of epic porportion, as giant robotic animals
extinguished the flame.

THE

#s

51

billion spent on the
Sochi Games is more
than all the Winter Olympic
ever held combined

15

percent of Luongo’s
untradeable contract
is what the Vancouver
Canucks have to swallow
after his untimely departure
to Florida

2

days into the murder
trial of Oscar
Pistorius, one eyewitness
broke down recalling when
the amputee athlete fatally
shot his girlfriend

61

points in one game
(on March 4) had
LeBron “King” James
feeling “like I had a golf ball,
throwing it into the ocean”

Russia makes a statement on the world stage prior to
invading Ukraine.
Johannes Duerr, who had been
due to take part in the men’s
50 km, tested positive for blood
booster EPO in a pre-competition
test in Austria on Feb. 16.
The Austrian took part in a skiathlon Feb. 9, finishing eighth.
But he tested positive for EPO
a week later in Obertilliach,
Austria.
Before the Swedes were set to
battle Canada, they were dealt a
significant blow. It was revealed
that Nicklas Backstrom had
tested positive for a banned substance present in allergy medication and had been withdrawn
from the final.
Ukrainian cross countr y
skier Marina Lisogor, Latvian
men’s ice hockey player Vitalijs
Pavlovs, German biathlete Evi
Sachenbacher-Stehle and Italian
bobsledder William Frullani all
failed tests at the Games.

Early gold medal
start time
unites Canada

Bars in Alberta were allowed to
open at 5 a.m., and the first people into Calgary’s watering holes
weren’t alone. Unless lined up
early, getting into popular bars
of sport worship such as Shanks
North was a challenge.
Hours after the game ended,
parts of downtown Toronto resembled World Cup celebrations,
complete with chanting, honking
horns and waving flags. But, unlike those celebrations, these
were Canadian flags marking a
Canadian victory.
At the Real Sports Bar in
Toronto, gong-show Mayor Rob
Ford posed for a series of photos
with bystanders and his driver
waved off what appeared to be
someone’s attempts to send him
drinks. During the third period,

29

-game point
streak for Flames
prospect Johnny Gaudreau
is just two games shy of the
Hockey East single-season
record, set by Paul Kariya in
the 1992-93 campaign as of
March 3

78

career titles for
tennis superstar
Roger Federer is quite the

the mayor told The Globe he had
to get up at 5:30 to watch but
loved the game.
As he left, Ford was mobbed
by fans including some people
making negative comments —
including “have you sobered up
yet?” and “is that your new crack
dealer?” — but also lots of love.
Jostling the mayor, shaking his
hand and splashing him with
beer, people chanted “Robbie,
Robbie, Robbie” until he reached
his SUV.
In Edmonton, the downtown
ATB tower was programmed
Sunday to become a giant goal
light, with LED lights flashing a
red and white pattern every time
Canada scored.
Shabrez Khan watched the
game intently right in front of
the massive TV screen at the
Cowboys Dance Hall. He pulled
off the choice seat by arriving at
the nightclub, famous for its rowdy Stampede parties at 4 a.m.
with just 20 minutes of sleep.
“I feel great. I feel really happy
for the boys,” Mr. Khan said after the crowd of more than 1,000
marked the victory with a sloppy
rendition of Oh Canada.
Hopefully this is not the last
time Canada will watch their
NHL heroes dawn the great
Maple Leaf. John Tavares’ injury
has sidelined the star for the remainder of the season. The injury is a stain on the victory and
more ammo for those who oppose NHL players’ participation
in the games.
But Canadians can take credence in the fact that we are the
best at what we hold so dear to
our hearts, at least for the next
few years, Oh Canada.

accolade, after winning a
record setting sixth Dubai
Championship March 1

36

saves versus the
Toronto Rock was
enough for Mike Poulin
to pass Curtis Palidwor
for most career saves in
a Calgary Roughnecks
uniform with 2,118 saves
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Curling rocks!
Laugh, slide and stumble into the sport today
Amanda Ducheminsky
Staff Writer

“The advice I would give to
individuals who are looking to try
curling for the first time is, go
in with an open mind, be
patient and have fun,”
said Becca Konschuh

Photo courtesy: Becca Konschuh

Canada “swept” curling at the Olympics. Maybe you should try. (Hurry hard!)
Whether you think curling is
lame, boring or strictly for old
people, curling can be an incredibly social, active and fun
sport. This year’s Mount Royal
University curling bonspiel is
March 8. Even though the MRU
bonspiel’s registration is full,
here are four reasons why you
should try curling before the
season is over.

1. Curling is
extremely social.

Often no one cares how well
you can curl. They’re just happy
you showed up. Most curling
leagues and weekend tournaments, called bonspiels, are for
fun and are about building relationships with your teammates
and competitors. Even junior
provincial and Canadian championship curler, Becca Konschuh,
says her favourite part of curling
is how social it is.
“My favourite part about curling actually takes place on and
off the ice...though I love competing, that’s not what the sport
is all about.”

2. Curling is meant
for everyone.

Like hockey rinks, curling rinks
help hold Canadian communities
together. Yes, old people are often known for curling, but it’s a
sport for all ages.
Curling is an opportunity for
all generations to compete and
share stories amongst each other. Konschuh says that curling is
engaging and challenging for all
ages and skill levels.
“I think that a lot of people are
hesitant to try curling because it
is thought that curling is strictly
for old people. This is extremely
false. Curling is a game for ages
five to ninety-five. It can be suitable for everyone. I find people
hold back from curling because
they find it boring and less of a
sport than, say, hockey. I real-

ize that curling isn’t that fastest
paced game, but it is a challenging one. You can almost look at
curling as a big game of chess.
You always have to think ahead
and anticipate what your opponent will do.

3. Curling is
affordable

It’s not unusual to see a tenyear-old pair of curling shoes
with duct tape wrapped around
the right toe at any curling rink.
Veteran curlers usually do not
buy new curling equipment for
years. For the new curler, you
often don’t need anything more
than a sweater and a clean pair of
shoes to participate. Curling only
requires the following equipment
to play:
First, the slider. This is
strapped to your shoe to glide
on the ice. The second thing
you need is a gripper, which
is strapped to your other shoe
to grip on the ice. Finally, the
broom, which you hold in your
hand to sweep or help maintain
balance when starting out.
Curling rinks often have a surplus of this equipment to lend
out to those who need it.
The average team entry fee
for a curling bonspiel can range
from $50 to $250, but these are
weekend long events that often
include dances, dinners and prizes. Curling membership costs, for
league play, memberships can
range from $35 to $100 a year.

karaoke and dress up contests.
Almost every bonspiel has a dinner and dance included as well.
On the last day, most bonspiels
have a prize table where teams,
depending on how they placed
in the tournament, get to pick
from. You could go home with
anything ranging from a coffee
mug to a barbeque.
If you’ve never tried curling
before, you have a bit of time
left to try it. Look online at on
the Northern Alberta Curling
Associations’ website for a list of
Alberta’s bonspiels. You can sign
up as a spare at the Garrison
Curling Club, next to the Flames
Community Arena where the
Cougars play hockey. Konschuh
says,
“The advice I would give to individuals who are looking to try
curling for the first time is, go in
with an open mind, be patient
and have fun.”

Photo courtesy: Becca Konschuh

Becca Konschuh sweeps hard with her eyes locked
on the target.

4. Curling is a
culture

Curling is known to be one of
the only three sports that one
can still effectively play after a
few drinks—the other sports
being softball and golf. A typical adult curling bonspiel starts
with early morning coffees and
ends with late night beers. In
between there can be a variety
of fun activities such as raffles,

Becca Konschuh places a marker for her teammate’s next rock.

Photo courtesy: Becca Konschuh
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MRU’s faint playoff hopes die out
No cause for alarm despite few
playoff games played and fewer wins
Nathan Ross
Web Editor
Mount Royal won a third of its
total playoff games this year —
which is the optimist’s take on
the situation.
The reality is that they only
played three games because
only one of their teams made it
to the post-season. In all of men’s
and women’s basketball, hockey
and volleyball, the men’s hockey
team was the only Cougars team
still playing once the regular season ended.
They sparked thoughts of
an upset after winning their
first ever CIS playoff game in a
thrilling 3-2 double-overtime
score against the University
of Manitoba Bisons. Brenden
Turnbull played the hero, scoring
one of just three goals that the
Cougars would manage, despite
putting up 55 shots on net.
Cougars’ goalie Dalyn Flette
was no slouch either, stopping
46 of 48 shots to make sure his
team stayed neck and neck with
the Bisons.
However, the Cinderella story wasn’t meant to be, as MRU
would drop the next two games

by scores of 4-2 and 2-0. That
would be enough to send the
men’s hockey team home, and
end all playoffs on campus.
After failing to pick up what
could have been crucial points
in their last weekend of regulation play against the lastplaced University of Lethbridge
Pronghorns, the Cougars were
forced to play the higher-seeded
Manitoba, with all three games
taking place in Winnipeg.
The Cougars were technically
the home team for the second
game, but the series didn’t come
back to Mount Royal due to what
the travel requirements would
have been with the playoff series
taking place on consecutive days,
meaning that MRU still has yet
to host its first true playoff game
in the CIS.
With only one team making
the playoffs, there is still a lot to
look forward to. While a championship would be awesome, that
kind of expectation is unfair of
our student athletes. After all,
this is only their second year in
the top level of Canadian postsecondary play.
All teams have to be looking
towards establishing themselves
as legitimate contenders as the
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After another trying season in the CIS West, the Cougars are packing up empty-handed.
new kids on the block in the CIS.
Winning a playoff series would
have done wonders for the teams
this year, just as it did last year
when women’s volleyball made
it all the way to the Canada West
semi-finals.
With games like the Crowchild
Classic, the Cougars have proven that they have the support
behind them, and can win big
games. The players and coaches
are committed to the same goal,
and it isn’t about going all-in to
win just one championship.
Another thing to take away

from this season is that potential athletes are starting to consider MRU when they come to
play. Speaking with the women’s
hockey team before the aforementioned Crowchild Classic,
some came for academic reasons,
while others come to wearing
MRU blue.
So while it is true that MRU
lost two out of the three playoff
games it played this year, this is
not a sign we should give up on
our athletes. The next goal is to
get a couple playoff series under
our belt with a win. After that,

we can start nitpicking when we
only win one playoff game a year.

Reflector Cougar of the Week
Emily Harrison led the Cougars this season in goals
and points for women’s hockey
What is your
biggest source of
motivation?
My team. Honestly, just looking
to them and seeing how hard
they’re all working and how
hard we’re all working together,
makes me really want to push
and be the best I can be.

What is your worst
habit?
Being a little bit too hard on
myself when I make a mistake.
Just taking a bit to get back into
the game when I make a mistake.

EMILY HARRISON
HOCKEY
Photo: Albina Khouzina

Do you have any
pre-game rituals?
Routine is mine. I eat the same
before every game, I put the left
piece of equipment on always
before my right. Taping my stick
with my headphones on, things
like that.

What has been
your greatest
accomplishment as
an athlete?
My first year here at Mount
Royal winning the AC AC
championship with the team
was pretty big. I’ve never really
won a championship so that was
a pretty cool experience.

What is your
ultimate career
goal?
I want to get my RN done as
fast as I can and find a place
that I really love working in the
hospital.

How would you
describe your
coaches?
Really supportive, they’re always
looking out for our best interest.
They push us hard; they know
how to make us achieve our full
potential.
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Jays still not flying in 2014
Lack of off-season shuffling could be a concerning
sign that not much will change
Bobby Danger Jones
Sports Editor
For the Toronto Blue Jays and
their fans, 2013 was supposed to
be the year they became a contender once again.
G e n e r a l M a n a ge r A l e x
Anthopolous dished out millions to acquire top players from
the Marlins and Mets. Hype
surrounding the team had not
been so high since the early
nineties. Despite strong seasons from blossoming superstar Edwin Encarnacion, Mark
Buehrle and others — everything
went wrong, and the injury-bug
plague did not help in a run for
the playoffs
Star ting pitc her R.A .
Dickey underperformed and
Jose Reyes missed almost 70
games due to injury. Meanwhile,
Brett Lawrie was hurt practicing
for the World Baseball Classic
and Jose Bautista missed time
due various ailments. Josh
Johnson and Brandon Morrow
simply pitched far below expectations. To top it all off, Melky
Cabrera discovered he had a tumour the size of a ping-pong ball
growing between his vertebrae.
Basically a very large amount of
bad luck befell the Jays in 2013,
and they were simply unable to
break free from setback after
setback

Major Additions

The Jays only real move this
offseason to date has been signing former Rays and Cubs catcher Dioner Navarro to a two year
contract ($8 million) to replace
the departed J.P. Arencibia. The
Jays hope that last year’s solid
season play will continue. This is
Navarro’s first shot at a starting
gig since 2009 when he played
115 games for Tampa Bay Rays.

Major Departures

Having the second worst On
Base Percentage (OBP) in ball
since they lowered the mound
in 1969, for any batter with 450
plate appearances, lost starting
catcher J.P. Arencibia his job.
Josh Johnson left departed after making only 16 starts for the
Jays with an unsightly Earned
Runs Average (ERA) of 6.20 in
2013 Rajai Davis, who was one
of the few Jays who were regularly showing up on of the MLB
leaderboards, also left for free
agency.

Players to Watch

Colby Rasmus led last year’s
Jays squad in Wins Above
Replacement (WAR) with an
impressive 4.8. The center fielder
is entering his last season under
contract and put up big numbers
at the plate, and on defence in
2013. It is possible the extra motivation to sign could see Rasmus
build on his 2013 gains. Brandon
Morrow seems to be the unlikely
key to the Blue Jays season in
2014. The hard-throwing righty
has shown signs of putting all the
pieces together in recent seasons,
and of justifying all the faith the
front office has shown in him.
The Jays have a very talented
roster and there is no argument
to that. Many teams would gladly trade their core for the Jays’
Encarnacion, Bautista, Reyes,
Rasmus, Lawrie, Dickey and
Morrow.
A quiet offseason could go
either way for the Jays. Either
last year was merely a hiccup
plagued with injury, or the team
Canada’s waited for will blossom
in spring, or not. Going back to
my preview of last season, in
2014, the Jays face the same conundrum. Translating how good
they look on paper, to how they
perform on the field.
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Toronto Blue Jays look to find their wings in 2014 despite
missing the playoffs in 2013.

